Hi, I’m Lucky Jim!
I make and play music that kids and families love!

www.luckyjim.com.au

Jim Sharrock, aka ‘Lucky Jim’, is a Canberra-based musician and teacher
who writes and performs fun family music that engages the ears and the
imagination … and he has a brand-new album:

‘There’s Something Stinky in the Fridge’ and Other
Family Favourites.
Jim has played and taught music for over 20 years, and for two years has toured nationally
with Musica Viva as part of the band Doctor Stovepipe, winding a musical trail around the
world and exploring how music changes as it travels through space and time.
Jim has a huge passion for playing music for kids, believing they deserve the opportunity
to hear a diverse range of styles and sounds. ‘There’s Something Stinky in the Fridge’ is a
true musical melting pot that engages the imagination, offering up calypso, country, oldtimey, rockabilly, psychedelia and a few gentle acoustic numbers. There’s also a
smorgasbord of strange instruments and exotic playing styles for listening wonderment.
With songs including Grandma Made Good Compost, Don’t Put Your Fingers in the Butter
and The Mysterious Fox of Fox Hollow, kids and adults alike are guaranteed to be amused
and entertained.
When not touring, Jim teaches in Canberra primary schools and runs music workshops for
Young Music Society and Musica Viva. He aims to tour his album and delight families
Australia-wide with his funny and clever songs!

Click on the arrows below to hear samples of songs
from There's Something Stinky In The Fridge.

Grandma Made Good
Compost
Don’t Put Your Fingers In
The Butter
There’s Something Stinky
in the Fridge
Sour Cream

Click on the image below to see the video for Grandma Made
Good Compost from There's Something Stinky In The Fridge.

Lucky Jim offers a variety of options to entertain at your festival,
event or school.
1 hour show for festivals & events
A standard 1-hour show is the perfect format for a festival and
involves original songs, stories and plenty of audience participation.
Jim is available as either a solo performer, fantastic at holding and
engaging a crowd on his own, or in a full band format with his
‘imaginary friends’ – who just so happen to be some of Canberra’s
finest musicians!
Tailored show for schools

Jim also offers a fantastic show tailored specifically for primary
schools, which includes an optional songwriting workshop to really
engage students with the music – Lucky Jim’s passion!
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